Fabrication of the random mixed Li-Cu structure to prevent dendrite growth for lithium metal battery.
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The lithium (Li) metal is the most appropriate material for rechargeable Li metal battery (LMB) system by anode. It has enormous theoretical capacity at 3860 mAh g\(^{-1}\), low pure density at 0.534 g cm\(^{-3}\) and lowest negative standard hydrogen electrode (SHE) at -3.045 V [1]. In this reasons Li metal anode is promised to applicate the post Li ion battery (LIB) industry such as electric vehicle (EV) and energy storage system (ESS). However usage of Li metal is restricted by dendrite growth of Li metal when Li ions are deposited on the Li surface. It makes loss of electrolyte and reducing safety of battery. To solve this problem we recommend the random structure which mixed the Li and Copper (Cu) powder.

We made the Li metal as the powder by droplet emulsion technique (DET), the average diameter of Li powder as 10 μm. The Li powder and Cu powder (< 20 μm) were mixed by the wye tube (Li: Cu = 2: 1 vol. %) and rotated 1,000 rpm at 24 hours. After mixing process we put the polyvinylidene fluoride (PVdF) binder and triethly phosphate (TEP) to fabricate the slurry. We casting the slurry on the Cu foil and heated the oven 12 hours.

The Li-Cu structure can block the dendrite growth when Li ion deposited on the Li metal surface. The Cu powder mixed with the Li powder which controlled the movement of Li ion. It makes Li ions stacked there origin sites when the battery charged. Also it makes available to increase the Li usage. The Cu structure can maintain there morphology in spite of battery cycling. Then Li can possibly stacked the vacancy site which located beside the Cu structure in stable. This characteristics make increase the energy density, life and safety of Li metal anode and suitable to applicate the post LIB system such as Li-S and Li-O\(_2\) battery.
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